
Dogoteka

WE BELIEVE
in making things  
differently
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Where did the idea of creating a line of supplements 
come from?
I think most of your readers will know our Great Dane 
kennel - Della Baia Azzurra. When breeding we have 
always looked for and used natural solutions - to sup-
port the growth of puppies and also to prepare our 
subjects for shows etc. We have a great knowledge of 
active principles and what has worked. Our biggest 
problem was finding the right products which con-
tained what we thought we needed. So for many ye-
ars we have used the substances that interested us, 
but we used them individually. There was always the 
risk of not finding the right balance which led us to 
look for other ways. We were lucky enough to find a 
company that has been able to combine our know-
ledge and experience with science and that their ex-
perts were capable of translating our ideas into for-
mulas - with this Dogoteka was created.  
 
How did you get started?
We originally started with 4 products, these products 
still remain our flagship products. The three products of 
the ProArtleg family and the Lactoadapt supplements.

Proartleg Maxy - The ProArtleg Maxy (and ProArtleg, 
the version designed for small breeds) is definitely one 
of the most important products we 

produce, with a blend exclusi-
vely used by Dogoteka – the 
ProTrixan that in balanced and 
synergistic form brings toge-
ther the natural components.
When do you recommend 
using ProArtleg Maxy?
We recommend ProArtleg 
to prevent joint degenera-
tion, to keep joints intact.  
As a prevention we recom-
mend it to all dogs in 40-

day cycles a couple of times a year.

We recommend it to dogs that already have a problem, 
especially where they are suffering with pain.Precise-
ly because of the anti-inflammatory properties of the 
components contained in Protrixan, in addition to the 
other equally important substances.  We recommend 
it to growing puppies with growth problems (french 
stand, panosteitis and other growing related issues).
 
Why is Proartleg Junior a unique product on the mar-
ket?
ProArtleg Junior is a product of the same family desig-
ned for puppies. Normally the products on the market 
that are designed for puppies are either based on gluco-
samine and chondroitin sulphate or synthetic calcium. 
We thought about creating a product with a completely 
different logic. Yes, calcium is an important element for 
the formation of bones, if administered naturally.

The metabolism of a puppy is not able to eliminate ex-
cess calcium, if taken in synthetic form (feed, supple-
ments....), but in this firm they must store it in the bone. 
And what happens when the warehouse is full and the 
puppy continues to be given calcium with feeding???

The ProArtleg Junior contains natural calcium, which 
the puppy can assimilate in case of need or eliminate if 
it is too much.

The components contained in the ProArtLeg junior in 
synergy work to support the growth of the puppy.
Great news is on the way for this family of products – 
from the new formulation to make them even more ef-
fective, to the new name. We have been working on this 
project for some time now.

Often you combine the products with each other. What 
are the combinations you recommend

Dogoteka

Definitely among the most famous combinations is 
our TRIO (ProArtleg Maxy, ProArtleg Junior, Multiadapt) 
which is highly recommended for growth problems.

Here we want to present the Multiadapt, a multifacto-
rial product, useful both to promote natural immune 
defences and to optimise metabolism.  It's a truly ex-
ceptional product - A bit like the dog on the product- 
our mythical Valdez della Baia Azzurra.

Each dog has its own metabolism, thanks to which it 
uses molecules derived from the digestion and degra-
dation of assimilated foods. However, it sometimes hap-
pens that the diet is not sufficient enough to provide all 
the necessary elements to the needs of the animal. This 
is where the Multiadapt comes in. It can be useful to use 
in case of: nutritional deficiencies - particular states such 
as pregnancy or breastfeeding - states that need an im-
plementation to improve performance (for example at 
the muscle level or to increase the community defen-
ces.....) – recovery states (convalescence, postoperati-
ve....).......... 

The other combinations we use regularly are: 

The combination of Diagiar and Lactoadapt for infecti-
ons with Giardia.

Cortiadapt, Multiadapt and Lactoadapt for skin and hair 
problems.

Very often people care about the beauty of the fur only 
with bath and grooming. We want to emphasise that it 
all starts with a healthy diet. Health starts from the in-
side.
 
Besides these products, what others are important to 
you
All the products we make are important. We believe 
that Lactoadapt is a product that should never be mis-
sing in a house where you have small animals. Several 
studies have shown the beneficial effects of the use of 
probiotics in the daily diet of dogs.

FERTIADAPT – a product that supports cats and dogs in 
a specific stage of life such as reproduction. We are very 
proud to boast of so many puppies that have come into 
the world thanks to this product.

DIAGIAR - to defeat the giardia in a natural way. Now 
you can. Unfortunately, Giardia is a problem in many 
kennels. Because of the strong resistance of cysts that 
can survive in the environment for a long time, often 
people believe that the cures are not effective. That's 

not true. They do work. Only the dog keeps re-infesting 
itself. On the other hand, Diagiar is a natural product 
that should be taken for a longer period (two months is 
recommended). The period that cysts can theoretically 
survive in the environment. It works very well precisely 
because it prevents re-infestation.
 
CORTIADAPT – we are currently studying a new for-
mula for this product, to classify this product to Parnuts 
Cathegory (food supplements for particular nutritional 
purposes).
 
Plans for the future?
Dogoteka, starting with 4 products, today is a Trade-
mark. We have just set up another Dogoteka Italia com-
pany that will start working independently on the Itali-
an market. We are ready to launch the Proartleg family 
with new formulas and new names – DogoMaxy, Do-
goMini and DogoJunior. Our skin and hair care product 
CortiAdapt is also ready for launch with an even more 
effective formula. A natural painkiller will soon be ad-
ded to all these series of news, with a formula that we 
have been developing for some time. We still have a lot 
of ideas ready to be turned into products.
 
What would you recommend to our readers?
Only one thing: prevention. Integration is not to be con-
sidered only as an aid as a result of a more or less adver-
se event that happened to the animal (for example, a 
disease, a growth problem....). The use of supplements 
is mainly aimed at prevention. For example, Proartleg 
Junior could prevent growth problems. Unfortunately 
many owners only turn to us when the problem is al-
ready obvious.
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PROARTLEG & PROARTLEG MAXY

PROTRIXAN® - A blend for exclusive use in veterinary line 
Dogoteka, that brings together a balanced and synergistic 
form, naturally derived components, extensively studied and 
validated by the international scientific literature.  Protrixan® 
is an innovative phytocomplex formed by dry extract of Pur-
ple mangosteen standardized and titrated to 40% in α man-
gosteen, polyphenols and xanthones, Purple mangosteen 
phytocomplex and Curcuma Longa powder at high titer, 
which improves joint function and acts as an antioxidant.
 
WHY PROTRIXAN®? - Because the multi-target therapy 
has a higher activity than the administration of a single component in degenerative diseases, activating 
and supporting multiple cellular targets.

Before therapy: We would like to introduce you to 'Royal' the Newfound-
land. Royal is probably the case study which our company is most proud of 
the results. When the owner contacted the Polish distributor Non dimentica-
re company, his situation was really worrying.

After therapy: We advised the owners to use Proartleg ®Maxi. The success 
achieved with 'Royal' by using Proartleg® maxi is the confirmation that the 
product formulation is working and is really what we wanted for our dogs 
and the dogs, of those who trust us.

Opinion prepared by: DOGOTEKA Polska

TRIO THERAPY PROARTLEG MAXY +  
PROARTLEG JUNIOR + MULTIADAPT

FERTIADAPT

About 2 years ago, we were introduced to the products of 
Dogoteka by Ursula Müller, Doggen Schloß Laupheim, since 
then we have started to use these products on our own dogs 
for the most diverse phases of life.
 
'Xolly' is a highly endowed breeding bitch that comes from a 
very well inherited bloodline. Her mother Olivia VA 13 BSZS in 
2015 had already proven to be the perfect breeding bitch with 
many healthy offspring. Ussi Pallas Athene (VA 7 BSZS 2008) 
Olivia's aunt, has gone down in history with her descendant 
Landos Quartier Latin. 

Because of this inheritance, it was important to us to support Xolly to signi-
ficantly increase the number of her offspring in the individual litters. 1 x 4 
puppies and 2 x 1 puppy despite all the arrangements it was disappointing 
and Ksenjia Donati tirelessly advised and encouraged us to use Ferti Adapt in 
combination with Multi Adapt until the next heat of the bitch, the mating and 
finally the birth was uncomplicated and all 8 dog puppies are well and active.
 
Thank you especially dear Ksenija for your tireless passion, to want to help all 
animals. I hope that we can continue to help each other and help many more 
animals.
 
Prepared by: Petra Maibüchen

CORTIADAPT & MULTIADAPT

This German Shepherd has sufferd from a “hot spot” area on 
the back, after treatment the area healed but the owners 
found the skin looked dry and the new hair was fatty and 
grey, it wasnt growing back well. After 2 months of using a 
combination of 2 Dogoteka products - Cortiadapt and Mul-
tiadapt, the dog had healthy skin and hair.

Please note the dog was also washed with Dogomilk sham-
poo and in addition Diagiar tablets against ticks were used, 
because of the dog lived in high risk area.
 
Material prepared by Daiga Krumina, Dogoteka in Latvia, 
Lithuania, Estonia www.kleewiesenhof.comAfter Before After2 month old puppy 3 weeks after therapy 6 month old puppy

CASE STUDY 3

CASE STUDY 4

Dogoteka

Before/after

CASE STUDY 2

CASE STUDY 1
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Dogoteka

LACTOADAPT

‘Alex’, a beautiful young male German shepherd 
dog. ‘Alex’ was always fed a good, correct diet.  
Even with the super food he began to have prob-
lems with stools, which were soft and had traces 
of blood. Alex also did not gain weight, his fur was 
rough and dull and his skin looked like fish scales. 
His owner immediately made a veterinary exami-
nation, in which it was discovered, that the dog 
had LAMBLIA. Antibiotic treatment was immedia-
tely started, after which a follow up test showed 
that the dog was healthy and no longer had lam-
blia. Despite this, for about a year after the therapy, 
‘Alex’ still had a bad poop, his owner Lenka made 
a series of further tests but nothing was effective. 
Lenka contacted Dogoteka Polska and we imme-
diately established an action plan.  ‘Alex’ had been 
given LactoAdapt. 

Despite the fact that he had fought bad feces for a year and had not put on weight, after a few days of 
using LactoAdapt the faeces seemed to really improve and ‘Alex’ finally started to gain weight (he gained 
weight very quickly 3 kg), his fur became soft and shiny. Therefore, with thanks to the dogoteka products, 
we have another satisfied customer. It is worth remembering that the health of every organism begins in 
the intestine!!!

Prepared by Kasia Niemiec, Dogoteka Polska

CASE STUDY 5
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